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Chapter 1

Wonder

In an earthy burrow at the end of a very 

long lane lived a plain little grey worm.  

She was called Hetty.  One evening, just 

before bedtime, Hetty saw a small light 

dancing in the dark wood.
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It danced here.  It danced there.  It 

danced all over.  The little glow shone in 

the shadowy places between the tall thin 

trees.

Hetty watched in wonder.  “What is 

that little dancing light?” she asked her 

father.
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“Why, that’s a glow-worm,” her 

father said.  “It’s called a glow-worm 

because it has a tiny light hidden inside 

its body.”

“But I’m a worm too!” said Hetty.  

“And I don’t glow!  Why don’t I have a 

little light inside my body?”
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“Because you’re just a plain grey 

worm,” Hetty’s mother said.  “The sort 

of worm that can’t fly.  Glow-worms are 

different.”

“Maybe I can’t fly,” Hetty said.  “But 

I still wish I had a little glow of light 

inside my body.”
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“It’s no use wishing that,” her mother 

said.

Hetty said nothing.  But she kept 

watching the lovely little light between 

the trees until it danced away.
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